A CENTURY OF TRADITION AND INNOVATION IN ITALIAN ESPRESSO COFFEE WORLDWIDE
Every day, for nearly a century, we have renewed our commitment to do our best for connoisseurs of Italian espresso. Traditional and capsule machines, doser-grinders and other professional equipment for bars, restaurants and hotels. Beautiful products, reliable and easy to use, with a distinctive common style; high quality machines, reminding our customers every day that they made the right choice.

Our machines are appreciated all over the world for their functional design and unique technology. We are renowned for automatic and semi-automatic espresso machines, and recognised as the leading producer of traditional lever-system machines, for which we hold the exclusive international LEVA CLASS® (Controlled Lever Anti-Shock System) patent.

La San Marco. The past, present and future of Italian espresso.
We are committed to a constant search for improvement as a guarantee of high quality and reliability in a safe and easily-operated product. We aim to offer increasingly competitive and advanced espresso machines employing state-of-the-art technology.
To become the world's leading brand in this sector.
That's our goal, and it's what drives us to respond to an ever-growing need for new development.
Our quest for increasingly advanced technologies and sophisticated functional designs never ends.
Figures can tell a story, too, and each one can be worth more than a thousand words. They reveal a company growing on solid foundations constructed over the years, testifying to broadly based success with continuous worldwide growth as its source and strength.

A TALE OF PASSION, QUALITY, DESIGN AND FUNCTIONALITY

As a synonym for espresso coffee machines, La San Marco is the worldwide standard bearer for the blend from tradition and innovation. The evolution of our machines can be seen in the many models that were admired for their unique qualities and are fondly remembered by those who used them or benefitted from them. From the debut 900 Series, bearing the mythical winged lion image and the original La San Marco logo, to the Lollobrigida and Disco Volante models of the fifties, up to the Machine of the SM era and the successes of the 80, 95, 100 and New 105 Multiboiler Series. It’s the story of an Italian concern that has successfully carried the great tradition and passion of espresso coffee around the world and is now firmly established as sector leader thanks to its solid organisation and efficient sales network.

THE STRENGTH OF FACTS

A great machine should be a beautiful machine. When planning new models we have always relied on the style and taste of gifted industrial designers and other talents. One in particular: Ettore Sottsass. The lines and colours of our machines are very carefully designed, with the ergonomic aspects of functionality and usability always kept firmly in mind.
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Figures can tell a story, too, and each one can be worth more than a thousand words. They reveal a company growing on solid foundations constructed over the years, testifying to broadly based success with continuous worldwide growth as its source and strength.

A Tale of Passion, Quality, Design and Functionality

As a synonym for espresso coffee machines, La San Marco is the worldwide standard bearer for the best from tradition and innovation.

The evolution of our machines can be seen in the many models that were admired for their unique qualities and are fondly remembered by those who used them or benefitted from them.

From the debut 900 Series, bearing the mythical winged lion image and the original La San Marco logo, to the Lattegrande and Disco Volante models of the fifties, on to those of the SM era and the successes of the 80, 95, 100 and New 105 Multiboiler Series.

It’s the story of an Italian concern that has successfully carried the great tradition and passion of espresso coffee around the world and is now firmly established as sector leader thanks to its solid organisation and efficient sales network.

Our Story

A Tale of Passion, Quality, Design and Functionality

The Strength of Facts

A great machine should be a beautiful machine. When planning new models we have always relied on the style and taste of gifted industrial designers and other talents. One in particular: Ettore Sottsass. The lines and colours of our machines are very carefully designed, with the ergonomic aspects of functionality and usability always kept firmly in mind.

Design and Functionality

Figures can tell a story, too, and each one can be worth more than a thousand words. They reveal a company growing on solid foundations constructed over the years, testifying to broadly based success with continuous worldwide growth as its source and strength.
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

12 PRODUCT VARIANTS

OVER 800

FOREIGN TURNOVER (PERCENT)

60

AVAILABLE PRODUCTS

OVER 60

NEW PRODUCTS LAUNCHED IN THE LAST 3 YEARS

7

DISTRIBUTORS/RE-SELLERS/AGENCIES WORLDWIDE

OVER 450

MACHINES PRODUCED TO DATE

OVER 780,000

NUMBER OF INTERNATIONAL PATENTS

16

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

100

COUNTRIES EXPORTED TO OVER 120
BRAND DRIVERS

INNOVATION & TRADITION

Acknowledging the past and learning from experience. Looking forward to new prospects, processes and solutions, and to technological advances. We embrace tradition and innovation together, drawing strength and pride from our past as we look forward eagerly to the future. It is this capacity for synthesis that makes us unique.
Our people are central to the business, working together harmoniously in a spirit of partnership. The hundred or more people engaged in management, planning, production and sales form a shining model of cooperation. We are convinced that the superior quality of our products and services springs from an excellent working environment and the professionalism of our people.
Our products, services and support allow us to export Italy’s great coffee culture and technological excellence into five continents. Our machines are designed for easy adjustment of the operating parameters, simplifying the task of users all over the world.
BRAND DRIVERS

DESIGN AND FUNCTIONALITY

A great machine should be a beautiful machine. When planning new models we have always relied on the style and taste of gifted industrial designers and other talents. One in particular: Ettore Sottsass. The lines and colours of our machines are very carefully designed, with the ergonomic aspects of functionality and usability always kept firmly in mind.
TOTAL QUALITY

Today, more than ever, quality and craftsmanship remain the key values of our entire manufacturing process, which takes place wholly in our premises. From product specification to design, from prototyping to construction of bodywork, boilers and mechanical components, including assembly lines and logistics, everything is managed, monitored and controlled directly by our technicians to ensure high product quality and superior customer service.
Environmental care and energy saving are fundamental values for our company. We believe in using the most recyclable materials in all our products, with no impact on performance. We use periodic reporting to provide continuous monitoring of disposal processes for waste materials and old models, and to verify that recovery processes operate as intended. In recent years we have intensified efforts to identify and adopt low energy technologies. Our latest, technologically advanced models provide the benefits of:

- Independent groups
- Boiler insulation
- Standby options
- Low-energy LED technology
Our company can create economic, environmental and social value: pivotal values which are not only economic, but also social. Our company supports sporting events starring young athletes and para-athletes, aimed at promoting the philosophy of a healthy lifestyle and healthy exercise.
All our products benefit from almost a hundred years of know-how and extremely innovative technological solutions, a blend that has generated updates and patents contributing to the evolution of the entire sector.
LEVA CLASS®

LEVA CLASS® is an exclusive La San Marco patent. A servo braking device that operates during the lever’s return stroke to make the bartender’s job easy and safe.

LEVA CLASS® technology allows the lever to return at low velocity under all operating conditions for ease of use and greater safety. It also simplifies the job of performing a “purge” group wash with little effort required and no risk to the operator.

Controlled Lever Anti-Shock System. The first patented technological innovation for lever machines to improve mechanical espresso extraction operation in full compliance with international safety standards.
ACT

A technology developed by La San Marco for managing electronic multiboiler machines. A simple interface allows the machine to be programmed and adjusted with a few intuitive touches on the integrated display, or on a mobile device via Bluetooth and a dedicated App. Each curve enables the barista to offer a personalised single dose with the most appropriate extraction for the various qualities and sensations that the coffee can provide.

Extraction of the coffee becomes a real-time dialogue between barista and machine, a new concept in man-machine interaction.

---

ACT

Advanced Concepts in Technology. The advanced management system for electronic multi-boiler machines that introduces real-time control of the coffee extraction temperature curve.
Intelligent technology, designed and developed by the La San Marco R & D department, that uses two infrared sensors and dedicated detection software to determine the appropriate dose of ground coffee for the portafilter automatically, with no need for operator intervention.

All doser-grinders operating under Smart technology are equipped with the new Hands Free system that supports the portafilter during the grinding stage, leaving the operator's hands free.

The range of on-demand doser-grinders equipped with the exclusive La San Marco patented detection system that always delivers the correct dose of ground coffee to the portafilter.

SMART
REMOTE CONTROL APP

Your coffee machine can now be managed remotely. Users can quickly and easily gain direct access via Bluetooth to the management and control of all the operating parameters and statistics of their machines. The same information can be shared via an email containing the same parameters with La San Marco authorised support centres, thus guaranteeing rapid customer support.

The new app is simple to use and can be downloaded free by any mobile Android device directly from the new website www.lasanmarco.com.

REMOTE CONTROL APP

The innovative app, specially designed and developed to remotely configure, manage and control La San Marco automatic coffee machines with Bluetooth technology.
TRADITIONAL COFFEE MACHINES
TRADITIONAL COFFEE MACHINES

DESIGN AND QUALITY

Unmistakeable Italian style and high performance combining to create a world-beating espresso.
DESIGN AND QUALITY

Unmistakeable Italian style and high performance combining to create a world-beating espresso.

NEW 105 MULTIBOILER ACT

100 TOUCH

TOP 85
LEVER COFFEE MACHINES
LEVER COFFEE MACHINES

TRADITION AND SAFETY

Unique LEVA CLASS® technology for a superlative coffee extraction system that complies with all international safety standards.
DUALE

85 LEVA

NEW 80 LEVA
CONVENIENCE AND IMMEDIACY

Five models, with different technological solutions for different needs, but with a single goal: effortless creation of a professional coffee, at home or in the office.
DOSER-GRINDERS

PRECISION AND VERSATILITY

A range of products using dosing or direct grinding, and employing sophisticated technological solutions and innovative design concepts to ensure top quality in every single coffee.

SM 97 SMART INSTANT
RELIABILITY AND PRACTICALITY

The latest generation of models for restaurants and hotels. The best choice for maximum machine autonomy and great coffee.
B A R   E Q U I P M E N T   A N D   A C C E S S O R I E S

C O M P L E T E N E S S   A N D   C O O R D I N A T I O N

A complete range of bar equipment offering high quality products for every need.
WATER SOFTENERS

CREAM WHIPPERS

MULTIPLE UNIT

GRILL PLATES
IN THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS BARS AND RESTAURANTS OF THE WORLD

We have travelled far in a century or so of history and passion. Today we can be found in the most prestigious locations in over 120 countries, offering Italian taste and design plus unrivalled levels of technology. We have successfully responded to the world’s various lifestyles, customs and cultures in pursuing our mission: to delight lovers of Italian coffee wherever they are found. Their numbers continue to rise, fuelled by the excellence of our machines. A source of pride and inspiration for us all.
HONG KONG  EXHIBITION CENTRE

THAILAND  BANGKOK  COFFEE FEST

GREECE  ATÈNE  PAVIN CAFÈ

SCOZIA  GLASGOW  SALT & VINEGARD

VIETNAM  HÀ NỘI  HELIO - HÀ NỘI LIBRARY

SLOVAKIA  KOŠICE  CAFÈ TRIESTE
PERU_ LIMA

CHILE_LAS CONDES_PIZZERIA TIRAMISU

CHILE_SANTIAGO

USA_NEW YORK_BOHAUSBK

SPAIN_BILBAO_TAIKO

NEPAL_KATMANDOU_HIMALAYANESPRESSO

IRAN_TEHERAN

PUERTO RICO_ CAFFE JUMAO UTUADO
Company with certified quality and health and safety management system according to
UNI EN ISO 9001
UNI EN ISO 14001
UNI ISO 45001